
Subject to sales tax: 
A new reality for 
the services sector
How growth affects transactional tax 
compliance for services firms

The U.S. economy today is more reliant on services 
than goods, and industry growth parallels that trend. 

This shift is causing states to rethink the tax-exempt status 
of many services including business services, professional 
services, and even personal services. The last few legislative 
cycles have seen several states attempt to extend sales 
tax to a broader base of services in an effort to bring in 
more revenue. Some have been successful, others less so. 
And few states agree on which services should be taxed, 
making compliance a challenge, especially for companies 
that may not be familiar with or aware of these policy 
changes. Vastly different categorization and sourcing 
rules complicate the process further.
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As your business grows, it’s likely that you’ll face new challenges related to sales and use 
tax compliance in your business. Even if you don’t have an obligation to collect sales tax 
now, it’s likely that you will in the near future. 

Below is a rundown of common growth strategies that can create headaches for services 
companies when it comes to transactional tax requirements and why it might be time to 
rethink your compliance practices.

1.  Casting a wider net
For services companies, sales tax rules can be nebulous, especially when you grow 
beyond your borders. Sourcing rules can be contradictory and states rarely see eye to 
eye, on services taxability. Two states, Hawaii and New Mexico, tax services universally. 
South Dakota and West Virginia tax more than 100 services. California, Georgia, and 
Michigan don’t apply sales tax to any services. The rest fall somewhere in between. 
Here’s a breakdown of Service Taxability by State for a more complete picture.  

To compound the problem, tax rules change often. A growing number of states are 
looking at the revenues that could be gained by taxing services or doing away with 
the physical presence rule for nexus (the obligation to collect sales tax in a state or 
country based on qualifying activities). Some states have even introduced economic 
nexus, which bases the obligation to register, collect, and remit sales tax solely on sales 
revenue or transaction volume in that state.   

Growth or changes to your business — adding new locations, merging with or acquiring 
other companies, extending your service area regionally, nationally, or internationally, 
adding more contractors or remote staff to provide services, or even taking your 
business online — may lead to sales tax nexus in more states. Depending on how these 
states tax or exempt the services you provide can lead to new or additional obligations 
to comply. 

Studies have shown that once a business has multistate nexus, managing sales tax 
gets exponentially more complicated and difficult to manage. There are 16,000+ 
distinct taxing jurisdictions in the U.S. alone. So when you start to provide services to 
more customers in more locations, the probability that sales tax could be owed on 
those transactions goes up. And if your systems aren’t set up to assign and manage the 
correct tax rates, rules, nexus connections, exemptions, filing schedules, and deadlines 
for these new locations, compliance can become a burden. Dedicated tax automation 
software can make those nuanced decisions for you quickly and accurately so there’s 
little chance of getting it wrong or overlooking an obligation.

https://www.avalara.com/learn/whitepapers/service-taxability-by-state/?referrer=&lastReferrer=www.avalara.com
https://www.avalara.com/blog/2016/08/15/economic-nexus-trumps-affiliate-nexus/?referrer=&lastReferrer=www.avalara.com
https://www.avalara.com/blog/2016/08/15/economic-nexus-trumps-affiliate-nexus/?referrer=&lastReferrer=www.avalara.com
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2. Going with the digital flow
Technology’s dominance over our daily lives has created new markets for services, 
primarily in digital education, support services, and online tools that help businesses 
and consumers be more productive. This creates huge opportunities for growth, but can 
also overwhelm financial staff when it comes to complying with new tax rules. 
   
Allowing customers to buy, access, or download your services online can expose your 
business to a much broader set of state tax rules, not all of which are easy to determine 
or even fully defined in some cases. Having compliance hinge on asking state tax 
departments to clarify their policies every time taxability comes into question isn’t a 
practical solution. Yet, you assume all the risk if it isn’t done right. 
  
Services firms are also more sophisticated in their use of the web and social media to 
find and engage clients online and market their services. Viable for building awareness 
and driving new business, these activities also carry tax implications. Half of U.S. 
states now have affiliate and/or click-through nexus aimed at capturing sales tax from 
internet sales and online marketing activities. 
 
Digital delivery and subscription models can also hinder compliance. Revenues take 
longer to hit the books so it can be easy to put off decisions about how to handle 
tax until it’s too late. To get ahead of any problems that could arise, Ernst and Young 
advises updating your processes and financial systems earlier rather than later to be 
sure they can handle tax needs as you grow and to avoid unnecessary costs or tax risks. 

3. Serving a niche market 
Companies that have unique service offerings may also find it difficult to know which tax 
laws apply to them. Often, this involves ancillary services that complement or support 
primary services or products, for example, a health or fitness provider that has an app 
that lets you track nutritional information or physical activity. New or niche services 
where no tax precedence currently stands can also pose a problem. On-demand drone 
delivery, bikini baristas and Airbnb are good examples. For more on this topic, read You 
sell what?

The more difficult it is to identify your service category, the more challenging it is to 
understand if or how existing tax rules apply to your business. It’s even harder when 
the rules constantly change. In 2016, close to 400 sales tax rate changes took effect in 

https://www.avalara.com/learn/whitepapers/affiliate-nexus-state-seller/
https://www.avalara.com/blog/2016/10/24/you-sell-what/?referrer=&lastReferrer=www.avalara.com%5C
https://www.avalara.com/blog/2016/10/24/you-sell-what/?referrer=&lastReferrer=www.avalara.com%5C
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Get Started.
To learn more about pricing, 
view online demonstrations,
or chat about AvaTax’s 
capabilities, visit:

www.avalara.com  
            or call  
877.780.4848 today.

About Avalara
Avalara helps businesses of all sizes achieve compliance with transaction taxes, including sales and use, VAT, excise, communications, and other tax types. The 
company delivers comprehensive, automated, cloud-based solutions designed to be fast, accurate, and easy to use. The Avalara Compliance Cloud® platform 
helps customers manage complicated and burdensome tax compliance obligations imposed by state, local, and other taxing authorities throughout the world.

Avalara offers more than 600 pre-built connectors into leading accounting, ERP, ecommerce and other business applications, making the integration of tax and 
compliance solutions easy for customers. Each year, the company processes billions of indirect tax transactions for customers and users, files more than a million 
tax returns, and manages millions of tax exemption certificates and other compliance documents.

26 states, many of them involving services. Keeping on top of these changes 
would be challenging for any business, but for services companies that have 
traditionally been outside the purveyance of having to manage sales tax, this 
can be an unfamiliar process and daunting prospect.

It’s also common for companies that provide services to occasionally sell 
tangible personal property along with goods, for example, a landscape 
company that also sells plants or an appliance repair company that sells 
parts. Combining or “bundling” these goods and service on invoices can be 
problematic. If taxable items aren’t separated from exempt services, states 
often treat the entire transaction to be taxable. 

Grow confidently with sales tax automation 
The tedious nature of managing transactional tax compliance can cripple a 
growing services business, where people and time are currency. You can’t be a 
tax expert in every state and every country. You shouldn’t even try. And doing 
nothing is risky. Auditors tend to look more closely at growth companies because 
the revenues are there. And because taxation of services is so new, mistakes or 
oversights are also more common. As a best practice and to protect your business 
as you grow, compliance experts advise preparing for any changes to your 
business tax obligations in advance of their happening. An easy and affordable 
way to do this is with tax automation software.  

Cloud solutions like Avalara are often preferred over manual or on-premises 
solutions for their accuracy and efficiency – tax rates and rules are always up to 
date and instantly applied to every transaction. Avalara’s software integrates into 
the financial systems you already use in your business with pre-built connectors 
for fast implementation. There’s no guesswork, tedious updating of tax tables or 
tax rules, and searching DOR sites to see if the services you provide are taxable in 
that state or jurisdiction. So do yourself a service and automate sales and use tax 
with Avalara. 
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